PRESSURE METERS
APPLICATIONS
Flue draught measurement
Gas pressure in heating appliances
Air conditioning ducts
Monitoring of filter differential pressure
Velocity measurement with a pitot tube

ABSOLUTE, GAUGE OR DIFFERENTIAL
If serious errors are to be avoided, it is important
when taking pressure measurements to be clear
which mode of measurement is to be used:
absolute, gauge or differential.

ABSOLUTE PRESSURE
If a vessel were to contain no molecules whatsoever,
the pressure would be zero. Pressure measured on
a scale which uses this zero value as its reference
point is said to be absolute pressure.

GAUGE PRESSURE
In everyday life, however, many applications of
pressure are not so dependent on the absolute
pressure value, but the difference between the
absolute and the pressure of the atmosphere.
For example, a punctured tyre with no air in it
would read 'zero' on a tyre pressure gauge, even
though still containing atmospheric air.
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Such gauges are designed to measure pressure
values that are expressed with respect to
atmospheric pressure and thus indicate zero when
the measurement port 'merely' contains molecules
at atmospheric pressure. These measurements are
known as gauge pressure measurements. Thus the
difference between an absolute pressure value and
a gauge pressure value is the variable value of the
atmospheric pressure.

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
In other applications, where knowledge of the
pressure difference between two places or systems
is needed, the reference pressure may not necessarily
be either zero or the atmospheric pressure but some
other value. These are known as differential pressures.
For example, the flow of gas along a pipeline depends
on the pressure difference between the ends of the
pipe and, in practice, both ends are usually at
comparatively high pressures.

MANOMETERS
A manometer is a pressure measuring instrument
that measures low pressure and is used, primarily,
for measuring gas pressure or low atmospheric
pressure and normally measures in mbar.

PRESSURE METERS
A pressure meter is a pressure measuring
instrument that measures high pressure,
non-corrosive air or gas and normally measures
in psi (pounds per square inch).
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PRESSURE

The range of ETI pressure meters are designed for
use in measuring non-corrosive gauge or differential
air or gas pressure in a wide range of industries.

9202 MANOMETER
High accuracy, performance & repeatability
Robust water resistant case offering IP65 protection
Zeroing functionality
11 selectable units of measurement

The 9202 digital manometer allows the user to measure positive
and negative differential pressure over the range of -137.9 to
137.9 mbar with a resolution of 0.1 mbar and features over
pressure protection to at least twice the measuring capacity.
These easy to use manometers are ideal for plumbers and gas
engineers to measure domestic gas pressures and low pressure,
non-corrosive air or gases in HVAC applications. The units can
be used to measure air pressure in ductwork or pressure drops
across filters to determine performance.

PRESSURE

The 9202 manometer features a custom LCD display with P1,
P2, diff, hold, open circuit, low battery indication and a user
selectable backlight. The unit incorporates an auto-power
off facility that automatically turns the instrument off after
approximately 25 minutes, maximising battery life.
Each unit is housed in a durable, ABS case that has an
integrated rubber seal to ensure complete water tightness and
help reduce the possibility of damage in harsh environments.
Supplied complete with batteries, operation manual and two
500 mm long x 6 mm ID connection hoses.
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
		
		

Protective silicone boot - black c/w foot
stand and magnet for mounting on pipes,
metallic surfaces etc.. (830-258)

		

Stainless steel wall bracket (832-015)
screws not supplied - see page 126 for details

		

Anti-bacterial Probe Wipes - helps reduce
bacterial growth - see page 35
HOLD

Specification

Order code
825-902
825-998
830-258
832-0 1 5
890-280

Description
9202 manometer
500 mm connection hoses (2)
Protective silicone boot - black
S/steel wall bracket
3-point traceable calibration certificate*

psi
inH2O
mbar
kPa
inHg
mmHg
ozin2
ftH2O
cmH2O
kgcm2
bar
Accuracy
Repeatability
Battery
Battery life
Display
Dimensions
Weight

MAX/
MIN

AUTO
OFF

9202 manometer
Range
Resolution
±2
0.01
±55.36
0.01
±137.9
0.1
±13.79
0.01
±4.07
0.001
±103.4
0.1
±32.00
0.01
±4.613
0.001
±140.6
0.1
±0.1406
0.001
±0.1379
0.001
±0.5 %FS or better (25 °C)
±0.2 % (Max. 0.5 %FS)
3 x 1.5 volt AAA
100 hours
Custom LCD
32 x 71 x 141 mm
185 grams

*unit of measure mbar
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IP65

9200 SERIES PRESSURE METERS
High accuracy, performance & repeatability
Robust, water resistant case offering IP65 protection
11 selectable units of measurement
4 models available ±5 to ±75 psi

This range of four industrial differential pressure meters
offer high accuracy, performance and repeatability.
The pressure meters allow the user to indicate the
positive and negative differential pressure over the
range of ±5, ±15, ±30 or ±75 psi.
All instruments feature over pressure protection to at least
twice the measuring capacity. These easy to use pressure
meters are ideal for measuring non-corrosive gauge or
differential air/gas pressure in a wide variety of industries.
Each pressure meter features a custom LCD display with P1,
P2, diff, hold, open circuit, low battery indication and a user
selectable backlight. The unit incorporates an auto-power
off facility that automatically turns the instrument off after
approximately 25 minutes, maximising battery life.
Each unit is housed in a durable, ABS case that has an integrated
rubber seal to ensure complete water tightness and help reduce
the possibility of damage in harsh environments. Supplied
complete with batteries, operation manual and two 300 mm
long x 4 mm ID connection hoses.
HOLD

Specification
psi
inH2O
mbar
kPa
inHg
mmHg
ozin2
ftH2O
cmH2O
kgcm2
bar
Accuracy
Repeatability
Battery & life
Display
Dimensions
Weight
Order code
825-905
825-9 1 5
825-930
825-975
825-990
830-258
832-0 1 5
890-280

9205 meter
9215 meter
Range
Resolution Range
±5
0.01
±15
±138.4
0.01
±415.2
±344.7
0.1
±1034.2
±34.47
0.01
±103.4
±10.18
0.001
±30.54
±258.5
0.1
±775.7
±80.0
0.01
±240.0
±11.53
0.001
±34.60
±351.5
0.1
±1055
±0.351
0.001
±1.055
±0.344
0.001
±1.034
±0.5 %FS or better (25 °C)
±0.2 % (Max. 0.5 %FS)
3 x 1.5 volt AAA - 100 hours
Custom LCD
32 x 71 x 141 mm
185 grams

Resolution
0.01
0.1
1
0.1
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.01
1
0.001
0.001

Description
9205 ±5 psi
9215 ±15 psi
9230 ±30 psi
9275 ±75 psi
Connection hoses 300 mm (2)
Protective silicone boot - black
S/steel wall bracket
3-point traceable calibration certificate*
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MAX/
MIN

9230 meter
Range
Resolution
±30
0.01
±830.4
0.1
±2068.4
1
±206.8
0.1
±61.08
0.01
±1551.4
1
±480.0
0.1
±69.20
0.01
±2109
1
±2.109
0.001
±2.068
0.001
±1 %FS or better at 25 °C

AUTO
OFF

9275 meter
Range
±75
±2076
±5171
±517.1
±152.7
±3879
±1200
±173.0
±5273
±5.273
±5.171

IP65

Resolution
0.1
1
1
0.1
0.1
1
1
0.1
1
0.001
0.001

Connection hoses included
All units are supplied with high
pressure, barbed connectors

*unit of measure mbar
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ACCESSORIES
Stainless steel wall brackets

PVC zip wallets

These handy, stainless steel or
ABS wall brackets allow users
to store specific thermometers
safely when not in use (screws
not supplied).

These protective zip pouches are ideal for storing
and transporting thermometers and probes.

ACCESSORIES

832-002
Order code
832-002
832- 015
832-050
832-590

832-015

832-050

Description
Thermapen s/s wall bracket
WP Therma series s/s wall bracket
Therma series s/s wall bracket & boot
ThermaGuard/WiFi ABS wall bracket

The zip pouches are manufactured from soft
PVC imitation leather and have a zip fastener
and loop attachment.

Order code
830-001
830-005
830-037

Description
Zip pouch - 35 x 65 x 170 mm
Zip pouch - 46 x 80 x 180 mm
Zip pouch - 46 x 80 x 290 mm

Protective silicone boots

Waterproof protective pouches

Protect your instruments against accidental damage
by fitting them with a protective boot. We offer a wide
range of protective silicone boots tailored to fit most
of our instruments. Selected boots are available in red,
yellow, blue, green, black and white.

These fully waterproof protective pouches are
manufactured from flexible PVC that can be used
to protect a variety of instruments in damp or wet
environments. Each pouch measures 125 x 230 mm.

Order code Description
830 -221
Therma series - white*
830 -231
WP Therma series - white*
830-258
WP Therma series inc. magnet
830-260
Thermapen Classic
830-460
Thermapen Professional
830-270
ThermaData Logger
830-280
ThermaLite
830-431
TempTest 1 & 2 - white*
830-210
BlueTherm One
830-880
ThermaGuard/ThermaData WiFi
*For other colours see page 9 for TempTest, page 13 for
Therma Series or page 38 for Waterproof Therma Series
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The 830-410 is supplied with a single integral lead,
thermocouple (T/C) plug and socket. The 830-411
with a single integral lead, thermistor plug and
socket and the 830-412 with dual integral leads,
thermocouple (T/C) plugs and sockets. For more
information contact our sales office or visit
our website.

830-442
Order code
830-410
830-442
830 -411

Description
PVC pouch K T/C lead
PVC pouch & 2 K T/C leads
PVC pouch & thermistor lead
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